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ABSTRACT 
We investigate regular graphs with a star partition X, 6 X, 6 ... 6 X, such that 
G - Xi is regular for some i. The cubic graphs with this property are explored in 
detail. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1 we review the basic properties of star partitions and we show 
that for any graph G, one can construct a star partition with a prescribed star 
cell X. We include two results which demonstrate the feasibility of character- 
izing G by properties of G - X. In Section 2 we investigate the situation in 
which both G and G - X are regular, and in Section 3 we give a partial 
classification of the cubic graphs which arise in this context. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with the notion of a eutactic star as defined by Seidel [II]. 
Such a star, in a subspace Z! of the finite-dimensional inner product space 
V, is (to within a scalar multiple) the orthogonal projection onto Z of an 
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orthonormal basis (x,, x2, . . . , xn} of Y. If P denotes the orthogonal projec- 
tion onto %‘, then the vectors Px,, Px,, . . . , Px, are called the arms of the 
star; the star is said to be balanced if C:= 1 Pxi = 0. 
Now let G be a finite graph with vertex set V(G) = {1,2,. . . , n) and let 
A be the corresponding (0, I)-adjacency matrix of G, regarded as a matrix 
with real entries. The eigenvalues of A are independent of the ordering of 
V(G) and so we refer to them as the eigenvalues of G. Let the distinct 
eigenvalues of G be pl, p2,. .., p,,, with /_Q > pz > *** > p,,,. For each 
i E {1,2,..., m} let a( pi> be the eigenspace Ix E R”: Ax = pix} and let 
the matrix Pi represent the orthogonal projection of the Euclidean space R” 
onto 8( pi). If now {e,, e2,. . . , e,) is the standard orthonormal basis of R”, 
then the vectors Pie,, Pie,, . . . , Pie, constitute a eutactic star q in 8( pi) 
(i = 1,2,. . . , m). The role of the stars PI, P,, . . . , Pm in the spectral theory 
of graphs is discussed in [9]. Seidel [II] investigated the relation between the 
geometry of such stars and the structure of strongly regular graphs. (A 
strongly regular graph with parameters k, h, /J is a k-regular graph in which 
each pair of adjacent vertices has A common neighbors and each pair of 
nonadjacent vertices has /.L common neighbors.) 
If our graph G is regular of degree k, then p1 = k and a( ~~1 contains 
the all-l vector j: since A is symmetric, its eigenspaces are painvise orthogo- 
nal and so PieI + Pie2 + +a* +P,e, = 0 for each i E (2,. . . , m). In other 
words, the stars Pz, . . . ,Y, are balanced when G is regular, a fact which we 
shall exploit in Section 2. 
The partition X, ; X, 6 ... 6 X, of V(G) is said to be a star partition 
forGwithstarceZkX,,X,,...,X, ifforeachiE{1,2,...,m}thevectors 
Piej (j E X,) are linearly independent. In this situation a comparison of 
dimensions shows that the vectors Piej (j E Xi> form a basis for Z3 pi) 
(i = 1,2,. . . , m). Thus the number of vertices in the star cell Xi is the 
multiplicity ki of pi as an eigenvalue of G. It is sometimes convenient to 
write X( pi) for Xi. The following result was proved in [4]. 
THEOREM 1.1. For a subset X of V(G) the following are equivalent: 
(i) the vectors P,ej (j E X) form a basis for a( pi>. 
(ii) R” = 8( pj) @ (e3: j e X). 
(iii) ) X 1 = k, and pi is not an eigenvazue of G - X. 
It was also shown in [4] that every graph has a star partition. Here we shall 
need a stronger result: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a subset of V(G) such that 1 Xl = k, and pi is 
not an eigenvalue of G - X. Then G has a star partition X, i.J X, i.~ .** 6 X, 
with Xi = X. 
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where X, = X( piI (i = 1,2, . . . , m). For each i E {1,2, . . . , ml, G is recon- 
structible from the eigenvalue pi, the graph G - Xi, and the cobounday 
dX,. 
Proof. For subsequent reference we outline an alternative proof of this 
result from [lo]. With appropriate labelling of vertices the adjacency matrix of 
G has the form 
A= 
where Ai is the adjacency matrix of G - j?, and Ci is the adjacency matrix of 
G - X,. If pi has multiplicity ki, then pi Z - A has rank 72 - ki, but 
/J~Z -A = 
i 
/+I - Ai -B: 
-Bi piz - ci 
and piZ - Cj is invertible by Theorem l.l(ii). Hence the rows of 
(-Bi I PiZ - Ci> 
form a basis for the row-space of Z_QZ - A and there exists a ki X (n - ki) 
matrix L such that ( pi I - Ai I - Bf) = L( - Bi I pi Z - Ci). It follows that 
piZ - A, = B,t( piZ - Ci)-‘B,. (1) 
Consequently Ai is determined by pi, Bi, and Ci; equivalently G is 
determined by p,, JXi, and G - Xi. ??
In Section 3 we obtain various solutions to (1) in situations where Ai or 
Ci is given along with pi. In order to see that each solution corresponds to an 
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A= 
where Ai has size ki x ki and pi1 - A, = B:< /L~I - Ci)FIBi, then Pi is an 
eigenvalue of G with multiplicity ki. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the null space of ki 1 - A 
consists of the vectors 
( piI - Li)-‘Bix 
x E Rkt. ??
When Xi = X( pi) with ~~ @ { - 1, O}, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 suggest th_e 
possibility of characterizing a graph (or class of graphs) by properties of Xi 
which have implications for the coboundary dXi. Examples of such properties 
are (i) the minimality of %i as a dominating set and (ii) the regularity of the 
subgraph induced by xi in a graph which is itself regular. In case (i) it turns 
out that the edges in dXi form a perfect matching for G, and this situation is 
investigated in [lo]. I n case (ii), each vertex of Xi is adjacent to the same 
number of vertices in Xi and it is this situation which is discussed in Section 
2. We find that Xi as well as iii induces a regular subgraph; in other words 
Xi U xi is a regular decomposition of our regular graph G. Examples arise 
naturally among the strongly regular graphs with a strongly regular decompo- 
sition [5, Theorem 2.41, but further, less specialized, examples are needed if 
we are to gain a better understanding of the relation between star partitions 
and graph structure. Such examples are provided in Section 3, where we use 
Theorem I.4 to classify the cubic graphs for which property (ii) is satisfied. 
We obtain complete characterizations when pi @ { - 1, 0) and infinitely many 
examples in each of the cases pi = - 1 and pi = 0. 
2. UNIFORM STAR CELLS 
The star cell Xi is said to be unzyorrn if there exists a positive integer h 
such that IA(v) n Xi 1 = b for every o E Fi. For a graph G which is regular 
of degree k, this condition is equivalent to the requirement that G - Xi is 
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regular of degree k - b. In this situation it turns out that if Xi = X( pi) with 
pi z k, then G - jT, is also regular, a consequence of the fact that the star 
q is balanced. We place this result in a more general context as follows. 
Recall that pi is a main eigenvalue of G if Pi j Z 0 [3, p. 461. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Xi be a_unifom star cell in the graph G, say 
IA.(u) f~ Xi1 = b > 0 for all u E Xi. If Xi = X(pi), where pi is not a main 
eigenvalue of G, then the graph G - yi is regular of degree pi + b; in 
particular, pi is an integer > -b. 
Proof. Since A has spectral decomposition A = Cy! r pi Pi, each Pi 
commutes with A and for each vertex u of G we have 
PiPie, = APie, = Pi Ae, = Pi c e,, 
0-u 
whence piPie, = C, _ u Pie, [U E V(G)]. 
For each u E Xi we write this relation as 
&Pie, = C{PieO: u E A(u) n Xi} + x{P,e,: II E A(u) n Xi}. 
Summing over u E Xi we obtain 
Pi C Pieu = C d,P,e, + C bPieo, 
UGX, UEX, VEX, 
where d, denotes the degree of u as a vertex of G - xi. 
Now Pi j = 0 and so this may be written 
.Fx, ( pi + b - 4) Pie, = 0. 
Since the vectors Pie, (u E Xi> are linearly independent, we have 
d, = pi + b foreach u E Xi. ??
COROLLARY 2.2. Let Xi be a uniform star cell in the k-regular graph G 
(k > O), say IA(u) n Xii = b > Of orallv E X,. ZfX, = X(pI) with pj f k, 
then G - ST, is regular of degree pi + b and IA(u) n xi1 = k - pi - b for 
all u E Xi. In particular, pi is an integer, -b < pi < k - b - 1. 
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Following Neumaier [6] we say that a subset X of vertices is regular with 
param_eters a, b if IA(u) n xl = a for all u E X and IA(u) n XI = b for all 
o E X. Thus Corollary 2.2 asserts that in a regular graph, uniform star cells 
are regular. We can give three examples immediately: Theorem l.l(iii) may 
be used to verify that the given partition is a star partition. 
EXAMPLE 1. If G = K, (n > l), then for each singleton subset X of 
V(G), X U f is a star partition with X = X(n - l>, % = X( - 1). Moreover 
X is a regular star cell with a = n - 1, b = 1, and x is a regular star cell 
with a = 1, b = n - 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. If G =.K,, r (r > I), then for each pair u, w of adjacent 
vertices in G, {u) 6{v) U ( u, u} is a star partition with {u) = X(r), {u) = 
X(-r), {u,o} = X(O). H ere X(0) is a regular star cell with a = 1, b = r - 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. If G = SK2 and if U is an independent set of s vertices in 
G, then for any u E U the partition {u) Ij<U \ {u)> U E is a star partition of 
G with {u} = X(2s - 21, U \ {u} = X( - 21, and i? = X(O). Here X(O) is a 
regular star cell with a = b = s - 1. 
We also have an example from [lo], the only example in which G is 
connected, pi g { - l,O), and dX, is a perfect matching: 
EXAMPLE 4. 
x, ti x, i, x, 
If G is the Petersen graph, then G has a star partition 
as shown in Figure l(a), where the vertices in Xi are labelled 
pi (i = 1,2,3). Here X(1) is a regular star cell with a = b = 1. 
1 
1 1 - 2 
1 1 
FIG. 1. (b) 
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Examples 3 and 4 are examples of strongly regular graphs with a regular 
star cell Xi for which a = b. In this situation, 1 Xi1 = 1 Xi 1 = ki and so an 
argument of Wielandt [2, Th eorem 2.201 shows that there exists a positive 
integer s such that G or G is either (i) isomorphic to SK, or (ii) a strongly 
regular graph with parameters k = ~(2s + l), A = s2 - I, ZJ = s2 and 
eigenvalues k, s, -s - 1 with multiplicities 1, 2s2 + 2s + 1,2s2 + 2s, re- 
spectively. If G is of type (ii), then Xi = X(s) and so it follows from 
Corollary 2.2 that s + b = k - a, hence that a = s2. We note in passing that 
this implies that Xi induces a connected subgraph of diameter 2, for if U, , u2 
are vertices of Xi which are not connected by a path of length < 2 in 
G - zi, then their s2 common neighbors all lie in xi, contradicting the fact 
that Xi is a location-dominating set. 
We give an example with s = 2 following the construction described in 
[8]. We write circul(a,, u2, . . . , a,) for the n x n circulant matrix whose 
(i, j)-entry is u,_~+ 1, with suffixes reduced modulo n. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let V(G) = V, G V,, corresponding to the adjacency 
matrix 
where Aj = 2 Z + J - Nj’Nj (j = I, 2) and 
N, = circul( 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)) 
N, = circul(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0,O). 
Equivalently, A = 21 + J - N’N, where N = (N, 1 N,). Here N is the 
incidence matrix of a Steiner triple system on I3 symbols, with G the 
intersection graph on its 26 blocks. Explicitly, 
A,=circul(0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1), 
A, = circul(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)) 
J-NirN2=circul(l,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0). 
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Consequently if we write 
Vl = {~,,~,,...,a,,] and V, = {b,,,b, ,..., b,,], 
then the edges of G may be specified as follows (cf. [l, p. 1621): 
ui - Uk if and only if k - j is a nonzero square mod 13, 
b, - h if and only if k - j is a nonsquare mod 13, 
ui - b, if and only if k - j is a fourth power mod 13. 
The eigenvalues of G are 10, 2, and -3 with multiplicities 1, 13, and 12, 
respectively, and we obtain a star partition by taking X(10) = {aiz], X(2) = 
V,, and X(-3) = {uo, a,, . . ., a,,}. Here X(2) is a regular star cell with 
n=b=4. 
In Example 5, the subgraphs induced by V, and V, are Paley graphs of 
order 13; in particular they are strongly regular. Thus Examples 3-5 are all 
examples of strongly regular graphs with a strongly regular decomposition, 
that is, a bipartition V(G) = V, 6 V, such that each of the subgraphs 
induced on Vi and V, is strongly regular, a clique, or a coclique. Moreover 
IV’,1 = ]%‘,I in our examples: this is the case considered by Noda [7] and the 
“exceptional” case of Haemers and Higman [5]. Table 1 of [5] lists feasible 
parameters for strongly regular graphs with up to 200 vertices in the 
nonexceptional case (IV,\ # IV,\> and represented there are at least eight 
examples of graphs having a regular star cell X( pi) (either Vi or V,) for 
which a z b. In view of Theorem 1.2, it suffices to check that either 
lV,j = ki and pi . 1s not an eigenvalue of the subgraph induced by V, or 
IV,] = ki and pi is not an eigenvalue of the subgraph induced by V,. For 
subsequent reference we mention an example in which the subgraphs in- - 
duced by V, and V, are K, and 3 K,: 
EXAMPLE 6. If G is the Petersen graph, then G has a star partition 
X, 6 X, 6 X, as shown in Figure I(b), where the vertices in Xi are labelled 
pi (i = 1,2,3). Here X( - 2) is a regular star cell with a = 3, b = 2. 
Now suppose that G is k-regular (k > 0) with a star cell Xi such that Xi 
induces a regular subgraph of degree r. For given k there are only finitely 
many possibilities for pi and r, since r < k - 1 and by Corollary 2.2 either 
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pi = k or pi is an integer between r - k and r - 1. Accordingly one can 
carry out a case-by-case investigation of the possible graphs, and this we shall 
do for k = 3 (the first nontrivial case) in the next section. Here we dispose of 
two special cases (illustrated in Example 1) with arguments which apply to 
regular graphs of arbitrary degree. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that G is a k-regular graph (k > 0) with a star 
cell Xi = X( pi) such that Xi induces a regular subgraph of degree r. Let C 
be a component of G. 
(i) If pi = k, then r = k - 1, IC n Xi 1 = 1, and C is complete of order 
k + 1. 
(ii) Zf r = 0 and pi z k, then pj = -1, IC n Xi1 = k, and C is com- 
plete of order k + 1. 
Proof. (i) Recall that 1 Xii, the multiplicity of pi, is the number of 
components of G [3, Theorem 3.231. On the other hand, pi is not an 
eigenvalue of G - Xi and so Xi contains a vertex from each component of 
G. It follows that (Xi q Cl = 1 for each component C. Moreover, Xi is 
regular, with a = k, b = 1. Then r = k - 1, IFi n Cl = k, and the result 
follows. 
(ii) By Corollary 2.2, Xi is regular, with a = -pui and b = k. In the 
notation of (l), we have Cj = 0 and so pi Z 0, /.$Z - pi Ai = B:B,. On 
equating diagonal entries here we see that &’ = a = - pi, whence pi = - 1. 
Thus a = 1 and Z + Aj = BtBi, from which it follows that vertices u, u of _Xj 
are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent to the same vertex of X,. 
However, each vertex of Xi is adjacent to k vertices of Xi and SO each 
component C of G is a complete graph of order k + 1, with JC n Xi1 = k. 
??
3. CUBIC GRAPHS 
In this section we suppose that G is a cubic graph with star cell 
Xi = X( pi) such that xi induces a regular subgraph of degree r. In seeking 
to classify the cubic graphs which arise in this way we may suppose, in view of 
Theorem 2.3, that pi # k and r > 0. Recall from Theorem 1.3 that in 
general the eigenvalues - 1 and 0 are exceptional because 1 Xi 1 cannot be 
bounded in terms of ( Xi I, but here 1 Xi 1 Q 31 Fj 1, and so we do not exclude - 1 
and 0 as possibilities for pi. We find, however, that for connected graphs, G 
is determined uniquely by pi if and only if pui 6L { - 1, 0). The cases to be 
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investigated are (r, pi> = (1, - 21, (1, - l), (1, 01, (2, - 0, (2, Ok (2,1). Re- 
call that a = r - p1 and b = 3 - r, where each vertex of Xi is adjacent to a 
vertices of _Fi and each vertex of Fi is adjacent to b vertices of Xi. 
CASE (rLpi) = (1, -2). Here a = 3, b = 2, and so 31 Xi1 = ldX,l = 
2) irij. Thus Xi induces a subgraph 3mK, for some integer m. In the notation 
of Theorem 1.4 we have Ai = 0, and by (11, 
2z= qc, + 2Z))‘Bi. 
Note that Bi has two nonzero entries in each row and three nonzero 
entries in each column. Vertices may be labelled so that the first row of Bi is 
1100 *** 0 and Ci is block-diagonal with 3m blocks 7 b on the diagonal. 
( 1 
Then 61 = B:MB,, where M is block-diagonal with 3m blocks (-f -:)on 
the diagonal. If now (b,b,l*.* )” is a column of Bi, then considering the 
diagonal entries of BiMB, we obtain 6 as a sum of terms of the form 
2(bf + bi - b,b,); moreover, b: + bi - b,b, = 1 for each block b,b, z 
00. Hence each column of B, has precisely three blocks # 00, and because G 
is cubic, each of these blocks is 01 or 10. (This shows that G has no triangles.) 
Consequently vertices may be labelled so that additionally the first column of 
Bi is (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , Ojf. If now (bib’,] *** )’ is a column of Bi different 
from (b,b,l **a)“, then, considering the off-diagonal entries of BtMB,, we 
obtain 0 as a sum of terms of the form 2b;b, - bib, - b;b, + 2b’,b,. 
Such a term is equal to 2 if b,b,, bib’, are the same nonzero block, - 1 if 
b,b,, bib’, are different nonzero blocks, and 0 otherwise. (Remember that 11 
does not occur as a block.) It follows that without loss of generality Bj has 
block-diagonal form with m diagonal blocks each equal to 
I1 1 0 0’ 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 
0 10 1’ 
1 0 0 1 
,o 1 1 o/ 
Then G has m components and each component C is a Petersen graph 
with Xi n C a star cell as described in Example 6. 
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CASE (r, pi) = (1, -1). Th is case cannot arise because each component 
of G - Xi is K,, with - 1 as an eigenvalue. 
CASE (r, pi) = (IO). Here a = 1, b = 2, and by (I), Ai = BfCzylBi. 
The vertices of Xi may be labelled so that Ci is block-diagonal with each 
block equal to y i , 
( 1 
and then the vertices of Xi may be labelled so that 
B, = (I I I>. 
Now CL:’ = Ci and Ai = (I 1 Z)“Ci( Z 1 I) = 
( 1 
: zt . It follows that 
I I 
each component C of G is a complete bipartite graph K,, 3, corresponding to 
a submatrix 
Here C n Xi induces a 4-cycle K,,, and C fl zi induces K, (as in Example 
2). 
CASE (r, pi) = (2, - 1). Here a = 3, b = 1, and G - Xi is a union of 
disjoint cycles. Since - 1 is not an eigenvalue of G - X,, none of these cycles 
has length congruent to 0 mod 3. We have Ai = 0 and we write 
1 0 Q; Q; *a- 
A= 
Q, Z, 0 ... 
Qz 0 Z, --. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
where each Zj represents a cycle and B: = (Q[IQiI ..* ). From (I) we have 
z = B:( z + Ci)-bi. (2) 
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Let Z = circul(0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0,l) of size m X m, m $ 0 mod 3, and let 
Y = 3(I + Z)-‘. If 1~1 = 1 mod 3, then 
Y = circul(1; 1, -2,l; 1, -2,1; *a* ; 1, -2, l), 
and if m = 2 mod 3, then Y = circul( - 1,2; - 1, - 1,2; *** ; - 1, - 1,2). 
Now (2) becomes 31 = C. QjtylQr, where yj = 3(Z + Z,>-‘, and a little 
investigation soon reveals t h at this equation has many solutions. In view of 
Theorems 1.5 and 1.2 each solution determines a graph with a regular star 
cell Xi. We give three illustrations below, but we show first that not every 
cycle in G - Xi has length congruent to 2 mod 3. Each row bt of Bit has 
weight 3 (that is, it has just three nonzero entries) and has the form 
Ml 1 s: - * * >, where 
Now let m = 2 mod 3 and q’ = (cyl, 9s,. . . , 9m), where each qk is 0 or 1. If 
q has weight 1, then qt Yq = - 1. In general qf Y q = -<CT= 1 9i)2 mod 6 
and this is congruent to 2 or 0 mod 3 according as q has weight 2 or 3. It 
follows that if every cycle has length congruent to 2 mod 3, then (3) can be 
satisfied only when one qj is of weight 3 and the remaining qj are 0. 
However, since each column of B: has weight 1 this means that the length of 
each cycle is a multiple of 3, a contradiction. We say that G - Xi is of type Z 
if r = 2, pi = - 1, no cycle in G - Xi has length congruent to 0 mod 3, and 
at least one cycle has length congruent to 1 mod 3. We give three examples: 
in two of these (one an infinite family) all cycles have length congruent to 1 
mod 3. In the figures, the vertices of Xi are shown in black. 
EXAMPLE 7. Here 
A= 91 Z 0 0 
Q2 0 Z 0 ’ 
\Q, 0 0 Zj 
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where 2 = circul(0, 1, 0, l), 
‘0 0 1 0 
Qz 1 0 0 0 = 
0 1 0 0 
,o 0 0 1 
and 
0 1 0 0 
Q3 0 0 1 0 = 
This graph, illustrated in Figure 2, has spectrum ( -2.5616j3, (- 1j4, 03, 
1.56163, 2’, 3l. Here as elsewhere exponents denote multiplicities and 
noninteger eigenvalues are given to four decimal places. 
EXAMPLE 8. Here we construct a family of graphs G(k) (k E /V) by 
specifying an adjacency matrix A in the same form as in Example 7. We take 
2 = circul(0, 1, 0, . . . ,O, 1) of size (3k + 1) X (3k + l), Q1 = [elQ[OlO], 
Qz = [elO1QlOl, and Q3 = [elOlOlQ], where et = (LO,. . . ,O) and 
0 111 000 000 ’ 
Q’ 
0 000 111 
zz 
* \ooooooo 111/ 
of size k X (3k + 1). 
FIG. 2. 
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FIG. 3. 
Thus G(k) has 4(3k + 1) vertices and ) Xi1 = 3k + 1. The graphs G(k) 
are illustrated in Figure 3. 
EXAMPLE 9. In this example G - Xi is the union of a 4-cycle and a 
S-cycle. We have 
where 2, 
and 
= circul(0, 1, 0, l), Z, = circul(0, I, O,O, I), 
0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
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This graph is illustrated in Figure 4; its eigenvalues are -2.3636, -2.14101, 
- 1.6694, (- 1j3, 0.1334, 0.4288, 1.4378, 1.8996, 2.2735, 3. 
CASE (r, pi> = (2,O). Here a = 2, b = 1, and again G - Xi is a union 
of disjoint cycles. Since 0 is not an eigenvalue of G - Xi, the length of each 
cycle is nonzero modulo 4. In this situation we say that G - Xi is of type ZZ. 
We write 
/ Ai Qf Q; .-a ’ 
A = Ql Z, 0 ..- 
Q2 0 Z, ..- ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . I 
where each Zj represents a cycle, Bi = (QIIQkI *** >, and Ai is block- 
diagonal with each block equal to y i . From (1) we have 
( 1 
Ai = B:C,‘B,. (4) 
Let Z = circul(0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0,l) of size m X m, m f 0 mod 4, and let 
Y = 22-l. If m 3 1 mod 4, then 
Y = circul(l,l, -1, -l;:**;l,l, -1, -1;l); 
if m = 2 mod 4, then Y = circul(0, l,O, - 1; .a* ; 0, 1, 0, - 1; 0, 1); and if 
m = 3 mod 4, then Y = circul( - 1, 1, 1, - 1; **+ ; - 1, 1, 1, - 1; - 1, 1, 1). Now 
(4) may be written 2 A, = Cj Qj” YjQj, 
equation with many solutions. 
where Yj = 2Zj- ‘, and this too is an 
By Theorems 1.5 and 1.2 each solution 
determines a graph with a regular star cell Xi. We give two examples, one of 
which is an infinite family. 
FIN:. 4. 
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4 Q: Q; 
QI Z 0 2 
Qz 0 Z ! 
01 00 oo\ 
\ 
10 00 00 
00 01 00 
00 10 00 ’ 
00 00 01 
00 00 10 
10 00 00 
01 00 00 
10 00 00 
01 00 00 ’ 
00 10 00 
00 01 001 
00 10 00 
00 01 00 
00 00 01 
00 00 10 
00 00 01 
00 00 10 
and Z = circul(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1). 
This graph is illustrated in Figure 5. It is bipartite and its positive 
eigenvalues (all simple) are 1.1149, 1.2541, 1.3028, 2.3028, 2.8608, 3. 
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EXAMPLE 11. Here we have a family of bipartite graphs H(k) (k E N) 
with adjacency matrices 
where Z = circul(0, 1, 0, . . . ,O, 1) of size (4k + 2) X (4k + 2) and B is 
block-diagonal with 2k + 1 blocks . Thus the graph H(k), illustrated 
in Figure 6, has 3(4k t 2) vertices and 1 Xi1 = 4k + 2. 
CASE (r, pi) = (2,l). H ere a = b = 1 and the edges in dXi form a 
perfect matching. Accordingly the arguments of [lo, Theorem 3.4(ii)] show 
that each component C of G is a Petersen graph with Xi I-I C a star cell as 
described in Example 4. 
We may now summarize our conclusions in terms of connected graphs as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a connected cubic graph with a star cell 
Xi = X( pi) such that xi induces a regular subgraph of degree r. Then one of 
the following holds: 
(a) r = 0, pi = -1, G = K,, and lXil = 3. 
(b) r = 1, @i = -2, G is a Petersen graph, and Xi is as in Example 6. 
FIG. 6. 
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(c) r = 1, pi = 0, G = K,,,, and G - xi is a 4-cycle. 
(d) r = 2, pi = -1, IV(G)\ = 4jXil, and G - Xi is oftype I. 
(e) r = 2, pi = 0, IV(G)1 = 31Xil, and G - Xi is oftype II. 
(f) r = 2, pi = 1, G is a Petersen graph, and Xi is as in Example 4. 
<g> r = 2, pi = 3, G = K,, and (Xi1 = 1. 
The author is indebted to F. K Bell for comments on a draf version of 
this paper. 
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